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SURVEILLING THE SCENE 

The debate seems lost: we are being watched. Our culture is a surveillance 
culture, for better and worse. The way to overcome that, a new generation 
has cheered, is through sousveillance: now we will do the filming and 
watching. It is not as easy, however, to just beat the watchers by watching. 
The gazes then only pile up, and the panopticon finds a new media dis
tribution strategy. In this chapter, I make this argument by reading Don 
DeLillo's 1984 novel White Noise alongside the emerging technologies of 
that pivotal year to establish what I call the "surveillance of sousveillance" 
through tracing how those technologies have developed into our present 

; 

cultural moment. I focus specifically on Jack's desire to create an "avatar," 
a character extension beyond himself that can reach the media network as a 
recognizable subject-from sousveillance viewer to surveillance victim-in 
Part II, "The Airborne Toxic Event." Surveillance-being constantly 
monitored by "eye-in-the-sky" technology-today is now reciprocally 
complicated by what Steve Mann has termed sousveillance-monitoring 
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emergent technologies of the yeat he wrote it, I argue that we see now how 
mediated we are than ever before through the ways we watch one another. 
The neo-panopticon is here; we helped it solidify its very power. 
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